Mechanical properties and structure of carotid arteries in mice lacking desmin
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Abstract

Objective: Our aim was to determine in desmin homozygous mutant mice the viscoelastic properties, the mechanical strength and the structure of the carotid artery. Methods: To assess the viscoelastic properties of large arteries, we have performed an in vivo analysis of the diameter–, and distensibility–pressure curves of the common carotid artery (CCA) in homozygous (Des\textsuperscript{2/2}), heterozygous (Des\textsuperscript{1/2}) and wild-type (Des\textsuperscript{1/1}) mice. To evaluate the mechanical strength, we have measured the in vitro intraluminal pressure producing the rupture of the carotid artery wall. The structure analysis of the arterial wall was based on histology and electronic microscopy. Results: A lower distensibility and an increase of arterial wall viscosity were observed in Des\textsuperscript{2/2} compared with Des\textsuperscript{1/1}. Arterial thickness of Des\textsuperscript{2/2} was similar to those of Des\textsuperscript{1/1}, without changes in elastin and collagen contents. Electron microscopy revealed that the perimeter of cellular finger-like-projections was smaller in Des\textsuperscript{2/2}, indicating that the cells have lost part of their connections to the extracellular matrix. The rupture pressure was significantly lower in Des\textsuperscript{2/2} (1500 ± 200 mmHg) compared with Des\textsuperscript{1/1} (2100 ± 80 mmHg) indicating a lower mechanical strength of the vascular wall. No significant difference was found between Des\textsuperscript{1/2} and Des\textsuperscript{1/1}. Conclusion: The desmin is essential to maintain proper viscoelastic properties, structure and mechanical strength of the vascular wall. © 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Desmin is the main component of the intermediate filaments in cardiac, skeletal and visceral smooth muscles [1]. To better analyze the role of desmin in vivo, two groups have generated mice deficient in desmin (Des\textsuperscript{−/−}) by gene targeting [2,3]. These studies show that Des\textsuperscript{−/−} mice are viable and fertile but have a very high mortality rate before the age of 1 year, mainly due to a severe cardiomyopathy [4]. The morphogenesis of the striated [5] and smooth muscles [3] appears normal. However, important structural and ultrastructural defects are observed in the three types of muscles (i.e. increase in cell fragility and degeneration of muscle fibers). These alterations were prominent in very active muscles that are highly solicited, indicating that desmin is essential for integrity of myofibrils and cohesion of the muscles upon stress [3,5].

In vascular smooth muscle, desmin is associated with dense bodies and membrane-associated dense bands closely linked to actin filaments [6–8]. The function of desmin is not completely understood. It appears that desmin might
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provide an efficacious interaction between the cytoskeleton and the contractile elements to maintain the mechanical integrity of the vascular smooth muscle cells (SMC) [9,10].

In arteries, the functional consequences of the lack of desmin on stiffness and strength are not known. The only published study concerns visceral smooth muscles and shows a reduction in vitro of the contractile force [11]. Arterial function has not been studied yet, although vascular wall structure is abnormal in Des −/− [2,3,10]. The main features are SMC disorganization, cellular hypoplasia, and loss of adhesion, which predominates in the thoracic aorta, particularly exposed to mechanical stress and, thus affected by the effects of fatigue.

To assess the viscoelastic properties of large arteries, we have performed an in vivo analysis of the diameter- and distensibility-pressure curves of the common carotid artery (CCA) in Des −/−, heterozygous mice (Des +/−) and wild-type (Des +/+ ) mice. To evaluate the mechanical strength, we have measured the in vitro intraluminal pressure producing the rupture of the carotid artery wall. This functional approach was coupled to a structural analysis with quantification of the main components of the arterial wall.

2. Methods

2.1. Animals

A null mutation in the desmin gene was introduced in the germ line of C57BL/6J as described by Li et al. [2]. Twenty-nine adult 3-month-old Des −/− and 16 3-month-old Des +/− were used in the experiments together with 26 age- and weight-matched wild-type mice. All procedures were in accordance with institutional guidelines for animal experimentation.

2.2. In vivo arterial mechanical parameters

We simultaneously recorded arterial diameter (left CCA) and blood pressure (right CCA), in pentobarbital anaesthetized mice, and determined arterial distensibility as previously described [12–15]. Arterial diameter was measured with an ultrasonic echo-tracking device (NIUS-01, Asulab SA, Neuchâtel, Switzerland). The relationship between the pressure \( P \) and the lumen cross-sectional area (LCSA) was fitted with the model of Langewouters et al. using an arctangent function and three optimal fit parameters (\( \alpha \), \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \)) [16]:

\[
\text{LCSA} = \frac{\pi D^2}{4} = \alpha \left( \frac{\pi}{2} + \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{P - \beta}{\gamma} \right) \right)
\]

where \( D \) is the internal diameter. Local arterial cross-sectional distensibility \( \text{Dist}(P) \) is defined by the relative change in LCSA for a given change in intravascular \( P \):

\[
\text{Dist}(P) = \frac{1}{\text{LCSA}} \times \frac{\delta \text{LCSA}}{\delta P}.
\]

The arterial wall viscosity (AWV) is pointed out by the hysteresis of the pressure–LCSA curve which represents the fraction of energy dissipated within the wall. As previously described [17,18], AWV is expressed as the following ratio:

\[
\text{AWV} = \frac{\text{WV}}{\text{WT}}
\]

where WV is the dissipated viscous energy and WT the whole energy exchanged during one cardiac cycle. These values were averaged on about 20 cardiac cycles recorded during 4 s.

The calculation of hysteresis was made after the temporal resynchronization of the feet of pressure and diameter waves [17,18]. The pressure measurement was made by using a catheter (0.5 cm of PE-10 fused to 3 cm of PE-50; Clay Adams, Parsippany, NJ). Its use produced a residual underestimation of the hysteresis of about 0.6% which was taken into account in the computation of the in vivo hysteresis. The required synchronization has been achieved in nine Des −/− and eight Des +/+ .

2.3. Desmin expression and Western blot of cellular proteins

Total RNA from carotid arteries and aorta of mice was reverse transcribed into cDNA using MMLV Reverse Transcriptase and Oligo (dT17) primer. PCR reaction was processed by denaturation (94°C for 4 min) followed by 25 cycles: denaturation (1 min at 94°C), annealing (1 min at 62°C) and elongation (1 min at 72°C). PCR products were analyzed by electrophoresis on a 2% agarose gel, followed by ethidium bromide staining. The oligonucleotides used in PCR are as follows: for desmin gene, Desf 5′-AC-TCCCTGATGAGGCAGAT-3′; for vimentin gene: Vimf 5′-GTTGATGCTGAGAAGTCTCAT-3′, and Vimr 5′-GCTGAC-AACCTCTCCATCCCCG-3′; for desmin immunohistologic staining, 5-μm thick freeze-dried paraffin-embedded sections [14,19,20] or cryosections were used. Cryosections and freeze-dried tissue of CCA and thoracic aorta were fixed in acetone for 10 min. We performed the indirect immunoperoxidase technique with Tyramide signal amplification (NEN Life Science Products). Briefly, samples were treated with a peroxidase labeled mouse anti-desmin antibody (mAb) (Clone D33, DAKO). After three extensive washes in TBS, the biotinyl tyramide is added. After three washes in
TBS, the slides were again incubated with streptavidine–
peroxidase complex. The presence of peroxidase was
revealed after incubation with aminoethyl carbazole. The
following controls were performed using omission of the
first or second antibody.

A Western blot analysis of smooth muscle myosin heavy
chain (SM-MHC) SM1 and SM2, nonmuscle-MHC (NM-
MHC), α-actinin, vinculin and focal adhesion kinase
(FAK) was performed following standard techniques.
Arterial tissue was extracted from the carotid artery of Des
−/− (n=6) and Des +/+ (n=6). Total protein content
was determined by the Bradford technique. Equal amounts
(50 μg) of the denatured proteins were loaded per lane,
separated on a 4–15% SDS polyacrylamide gel and
transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane. Membranes were
incubated with monoclonal antibodies directed against SM-
MHC SM1 (MCA MH02, Yamasa Corp., diluted at
1:100 000), SM-MHC SM2 (MCA MH03, Yamasa Corp.,
1:100 000), NM-MHC (MCA MH04, Yamasa Corp.,
1:50 000), vinculin (HVIN-1, Sigma, 1:400), α-actinin
(BM 75.2, Sigma, 1:100) or a polyclonal antibody against
FAK p125 (sc558, Santa Cruz, 3 μg/ml).

Subsequent analysis utilized an anti-mouse, an anti-goat
or anti-rabbit IgG peroxidase complex, as a second anti-
body (dilutions 1:3000–1:5000), and chemiluminescence
emitted from luminol oxidized by peroxidase as a detection
method (ECL system, Amersham).

2.4. Histomorphometry

We determined the structure of the CCA in 4% form-
aldehyde-fixed arteries at each animal’s mean AP to
provide the tissue fixation closest to the physiological
in situ state of the vessel. As previously described [14], sirius
red was used for collagen staining, orcein for elastin, and
hematoxylin after periodic acid oxidation for nucleus
staining. Carotid wall thickness, medial cross-sectional
area (MCSA) and composition were then determined by
computer-directed color analysis (Quant’Image software,
Talence, France).

2.5. Electron microscopy

The thoracic aortas (2 Des −/−, 1 Des +/+ and 1
Des +/−) were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M
phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, for 2 h. Following post-fixation
for 1 h at 4°C in 2% osmic acid and alcohol dehydration,
the samples were embedded in Epon resin. Ultrathin
sections were stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate
on an LKB 2168 ultra-stainer and observed in a Philips
CM.10 electron microscope. For quantification, six photo-
graphic montages per mouse were realized. On each of
them, the length of the cellular fingerlike projection was
measured at equivalent mean cellular perimeter.

2.6. Mechanical strength

The mechanical strength of the intact CCA was char-
acterized by determining the in vitro intraluminal pressure
leading to the vascular wall rupture [21]. One centimetre of
the vessel free of collaterals was carefully dissected from
Des −/− (n=6), Des +/+ (n=4) and Des +/+ (n=6)
mice. The arterial segment placed in warm (37°C) Krebs
buffer was cannulated on a specially designed device and
adjusted to its in situ length. An increasing intraluminal
static pressure was applied and continuously measured by
a pressure transducer (UP4, Pioden, Kent, UK) until the
rupture of the vascular wall was achieved. The ruptures
were confirmed on en face preparations.

2.7. Statistical analysis

All values were averaged and expressed as
mean±S.E.M. One-way analysis of variance was per-
formed to compare the three groups of mice. A Bonferroni
test was used for intergroup comparison. Differences were
considered significant at values of P<0.05. To compare
diameter and distensibility at the same AP level, we
calculated the area under the curve (AUC) of each
diameter–pressure curve and distensibility–pressure curve
for the pulse pressure range common to the three groups
(72–92 mmHg). We then compared the mean±S.E.M. of
AUC of Des −/− and Des +/+ with that of Des +/+.

3. Results

3.1. In vivo arterial mechanics

At 14 weeks of age, the Des −/− mice were lighter
than Des +/+ mice. Systolic AP (SAP) and pulse
pressure (PP) were significantly lower in Des −/− than
in Des +/+. Mean AP (MAP), diastolic AP (DAP) and
heart rate (HR) were not significantly different between
Des −/− and Des +/+ (Table 1).

The curves are determined within the respective dias-
tolo-systolic AP range of each group (60–92 mmHg for
Des −/− and 72–104 for Des +/+). Within the
common range of AP (72–92 mmHg), the diameter–
pressure curve in Des −/− was not significantly different
from that of Des +/+, indicating no changes in arterial
diameter for a given level of AP (Fig. 1a). By contrast, the
distensibility–pressure curve of Des −/− was signifi-
cantly shifted downward compared with that of Des +/+,,
indicating a lower distensibility in Des −/− (Fig. 1b).
The mean shift of distensibility of Des −/− compared
with Des +/+ was equal to 3.7×10−3 mmHg−1. Table 1
shows that there was no significant difference between
Des +/− and Des +/+ mice.

Table 2 shows that the total energy exchanged during
the cardiac cycle was not significantly different between
Table 1
In vivo mechanical parameters of the carotid artery in Des $-/-$, Des $+/+$ and Des $+/-$ mice*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Des $-/-$ (n=11)</th>
<th>Des $+/+$ (n=11)</th>
<th>Des $+/-$ (n=11)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight, g</td>
<td>$24\pm0.8$</td>
<td>$26\pm1$</td>
<td>$28\pm1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP, mmHg</td>
<td>$91\pm4^*$</td>
<td>$105\pm4$</td>
<td>$96\pm5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAP, mmHg</td>
<td>$62\pm3$</td>
<td>$68\pm4$</td>
<td>$63\pm4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP, mmHg</td>
<td>$72\pm4$</td>
<td>$80\pm4$</td>
<td>$74\pm4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP, mmHg</td>
<td>$29\pm2^*$</td>
<td>$36\pm2$</td>
<td>$33\pm2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate, bpm</td>
<td>$353\pm30$</td>
<td>$367\pm13$</td>
<td>$315\pm21$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parameters at 80 mmHg

| Diameter, mm        | $0.46\pm0.01$    | $0.47\pm0.02$    | $0.47\pm0.02$    |
| Distensibility, $10^{-3}$ mmHg$^{-1}$ | $10.0\pm0.8^*$   | $14.0\pm1.2$     | $12.6\pm1.0$     |

Comparison within the 72–92 mmHg section of AP

| AUC diameter, mmHg | $9.2\pm0.2$       | $9.5\pm0.3$      | $9.4\pm0.5$      |
| AUC distensibility, $10^{-3}$ | $192\pm15^*$     | $265\pm21$       | $241\pm17$       |

Mean shift of distensibility,

Des $-/-$ vs. Des $+/+$, $10^{-3}$ mmHg$^{-1}$

3.7

*Values are mean±S.E.M. *P<0.05 vs. Des $+/-$.

Table 2
Viscous parameters of carotid artery studied in vivo in Des $-/-$ mice and Des $+/+$ mice*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Des $-/-$ (n=9)</th>
<th>Des $+/+$ (n=8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT, mJ m$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$0.53\pm0.06$</td>
<td>$0.56\pm0.05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV, µJ m$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$29\pm3^*$</td>
<td>$16\pm4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WP, % of WT</td>
<td>$5.5\pm0.4^*$</td>
<td>$2.8\pm0.6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*WT and WV represent total and viscous energy exchanged from the blood to the arterial wall, respectively. WP represents viscous energy expressed as percent of the total energy. Values are mean±S.E.M. *P<0.05 vs. Des $+/-$.

Des $-/-$ and Des $+/+$. Fig. 2 illustrates that the hysteresis loop of the diameter–AP curve was higher in Des $-/-$ than in Des $+/+$. The viscous energy (expressed either in absolute values or as percent of the total energy) was twofold higher in Des $-/-$ than in Des $+/-$.

3.2. Desmin expression and SMC proteins

An amplified 353 bp desmin fragment was obtained from carotid arteries and aorta RNA of Des $+/+$ mice whereas this fragment was absent in Des $-/-$, showing the absence of desmin mRNA in Des $-/-$ mice (Fig. 3E). As a control, a 157-bp vimentin fragment was found both in the control and Des $-/-$ mice RNA.

Fig. 3 shows immunohistochemistry analysis, using desmin antibody in cryosections of thoracic aorta (Fig. 3A and B) and carotid artery (Fig. 3C and D). In Des $+/+$, the SMC of the thoracic aorta (Fig. 3A) and carotid artery (Fig. 3C) showed a clear positive immunoreactivity for desmin whereas the SMC of Des $-/-$ (Fig. 3B and D) were completely devoid of desmin positive staining.

Western Blot analysis of SM-MHC SM1 and SM2,
3.3. Composition of the carotid artery

Fig. 4 and Table 3 show that arterial thickness and MCSA of in situ fixed vessels were not different between Des \(-/-\) and Des \(+/+\). Relative and total contents of collagen and elastin as well as the number of nuclei of SMC were similar in Des \(-/-\) and Des \(+/+\).

3.4. Electron microscopy

In Des \(+/+\), the SMC displayed fingerlike projections to anchor them to the elastic lamellae (Fig. 5). In Des \(-/-\), the perimeter of cellular fingerlike projections, measured at equivalent mean cellular perimeter, was significantly smaller than in Des \(+/+\) mice (146±10 vs. 224±32 \(\mu\)m, \(P<0.05\)), indicating that the cells have lost part of their connections to the extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins. The perimeter was not significantly different in Des \(+/-\) (183±20 \(\mu\)m) compared to Des \(+/+\).

The dense bodies in finger-like projections were present both in Des \(-/-\) and Des \(+/+\) mice. However, in all observation areas of Des \(-/-\), the number of dense bands seemed to decrease and the morphological cell environment appeared very different: in Des \(+/+\), the areas between elastic fibers, SMC and basal lamina were thicker.
containing more rich and dense materials, such as proteoglycans and collagen fibers. Des $-/-$ mice contained less of these structures suggesting that attachments between cells and matrix are different.

Compared with Des $+/-$, the SMC of Des $-/-$ showed a very clear cytoplasm: the mitochondria have lost part of their normal organization in packed strands and appeared more scattered.

### 3.5. Mechanical strength

The CCA which have been freeze dried and directly embedded in paraffin without fixation showed numerous damages of the vascular wall and disorganization of tissue between elastic lamellae in Des $-/-$ (Fig. 6A).

The evolution of the diameter when the in vitro intraluminal pressure was increased was similar in all

---

Fig. 4. Structure of the carotid artery in mice lacking desmin: transverse carotid sections of 3-month-old Des $+/-$ (A, C, E) and Des $-/-$ (B, D, F) stained with sirius red for collagen (A, B), orcein for elastin (C, D), and hematoxylin (E, F) for nucleus staining. The vessels were fixed at physiological pressure with formaldehyde before sectioning. The carotid artery of Des $-/-$ mouse has apparently normal architecture. Collagen and elastin fibers as well as the number of nuclei of smooth muscle cells are preserved. Note similar thickness of the vascular wall in both strains. Objective magnification $\times 40$. 

---
Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component/parameter</th>
<th>Des $-/-$ $^a$</th>
<th>Des $+/+$$^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Media thickness, μm</td>
<td>16.7±1.3</td>
<td>16.6±1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCSA, $10^{-3}$ mm$^2$</td>
<td>19±2</td>
<td>20±2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastin density, %</td>
<td>27.7±0.9</td>
<td>28.5±1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastin content per section, $10^{-3}$ mm$^2$</td>
<td>5.4±0.6</td>
<td>5.7±0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collagen density, %</td>
<td>21.0±2.4</td>
<td>23.8±1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collagen content per section, $10^{-3}$ mm$^2$</td>
<td>4.0±0.5</td>
<td>4.8±0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclei density (normalized per field)</td>
<td>82±6</td>
<td>83±3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Values are mean±S.E.M.

substrains (data not shown). The rupture pressure was significantly lower in Des $-/-$ (1500±200 mmHg) compared with Des $+/+$(2100±80 mmHg, $P<0.05$, Fig. 6C) indicating a reduction of the mechanical strength of the arterial wall in Des $-/-$. The rupture pressure was not different in Des $+/-$ (2080±80 mmHg) compared to Des $+/+$.

4. Discussion

We present the first approach of the functional role of desmin in the arterial wall in association with a structural approach. In the present study, we determined viscoelastic properties, composition and mechanical strength of the carotid artery in transgenic desmin KO mice. The main finding is the loss of mechanical resistance of the vascular wall in Des $-/-$.

In smooth muscle, desmin is associated with Z-disc-like structures called dense bodies. Immunohistochemical staining for desmin is located at the periphery of dense bodies [6]. Intermediate filaments are also found penetrating into some of the membrane-associated dense bands [7,8,22]. The insertion of actin filaments both into the dense bodies and dense bands is well established. Electron microscopy has shown that the dense bands play a major role in regulating contractile and elastic tension in the mouse aorta [23]. However the influence of desmin on membrane-ECM organization is yet unknown. Several authors suggested that desmin filaments link dense bands together and to the membrane dense bands and thus, might stabilize the contractile units [9,10].

Although the function of desmin remains elusive, studies [24,25] have suggested two hypotheses on the role of desmin in smooth muscle: a function of transcytoplasmic matrix protein supporting cell architecture and/or a function of signal transduction. Desmin can serve as sites of attachment as well as major substrates of several

Fig. 5. Transmission electron microscopy of the thoracic aorta from Des $+/+$ (A, B), Des $+/-$ (C), Des $-/-$ (D, E, F) mice: smooth muscle cells (smc) of Des $-/-$ have lost their fingerlike projections (arrows) toward the elastic lamellae (el). Compared with Des $+/+$ and Des $+/-$ mice, the cytoplasm around nuclei appear also very clear with disorganization of mitochondrias. Objective magnification $\times 10\,000$. 
kinases that seem to be involved in transduction mechanisms.

Recent studies on desmin KO mice have demonstrated [2–5,11] that the three types of muscles have shown severe abnormalities including losses of integrity of myofibrils and tissue cohesion. Whereas desmin is normally expressed together with vimentin in SMC, no overexpression of vimentin compensates for the absence of desmin in Des−/−. As far as the arteries of Des−/− are concerned, only the structure of the aorta has been described but there is, to our knowledge, no study of the functional consequences.

Before studying the mechanical properties of the CCA, we have first searched the presence of desmin in the vascular wall of control mice. We showed a positive staining for desmin both in the CCA and thoracic aorta in Des+/+ mouse. As previously described in various other mammals [26], vascular SMC appeared to contain only a small amount of desmin. The presence of desmin was confirmed by RT-PCR analysis showing desmin mRNAs in WT mice. Desmin staining and mRNAs were completely absent in Des−/−. We verified that vimentin mRNAs were present both in Des+/+ and Des−/− mice. We have studied by Western blot analysis the myosin isoforms and some proteins associated with dense bands. No overexpression of any of these proteins has been detected.

We used high resolution echotracking system to establish the in vivo diameter–AP and distensibility–AP curves. To our knowledge, this is the first time that this echotracking method, already validated in rats [12,13,15,27], was applied to mice. In Des−/−, we observed in vivo functional changes, i.e. a lower distensibility and a greater wall viscosity than in Des+/+.

Arteries are not purely elastic but exhibit a markedly viscous behavior represented by the hysteresis loop of the pressure–diameter curve. The determinants of AWV are the amplitude and frequency of pulsatile stress and the cytoskeleton of SMC [28–30]. We have previously demon-
strated that AWV is very low in vivo compared with in vitro conditions indicating an active compensatory mechanism [18]. In the present study, we show that the viscosity measured in vivo was twofold higher in Des $^{-/-}$ compared with Des $+/+$. Neither the composition of the vascular wall, nor the arterial geometry can explain the increase in arterial stiffness since they remained unchanged in Des $^{-/-}$. A possible explanation could be that some modifications in the structural organization of the vascular wall occurred. The classical theory is that the components are arranged in parallel in such a way that circumferential stress is transferred from distensible components (elastin fibers and muscle) to rigid collagen fibers as the vessel is distended further [28]. Smooth muscle and elastin bear most of the stress when the diameter is small. We showed that Des $^{-/-}$ and Des $+/+$ operate at equivalent arterial diameter. Since desmin filaments appear to serve as a scaffolding in SMC for the link of dense bodies to each other and to the membrane associated dense bands, desmin may distribute mechanical forces across the vascular wall [24,25]. The cellular disorganization induced by the lack of desmin may thus transfer the mechanical load from distensible components to stiffer collagen fibers at a lower level of arterial pressure.

Our study was not designed to provide information on the consequences of the lack of desmin on mechanotransduction induced by shear stress. Vimentin is the intermediate filament known to be implicated in this mechanotransduction. Indeed, in mice lacking vimentin, the flow-induced dilation was reduced [31]. In our study, the changes observed in the hemodynamic state may have modified the effects of the shear stress. They could be reinforced by two factors that tend to increase the blood velocity for a given blood flow leading to an increase of the shear stress: the reduction of the mean diameter, and the reduction of distensibility which leads to a reduction of the LCSA expansion during cardiac cycle. The effects of shear stress could be reduced by: the reduction of the pulse pressure known as a determinant of endothelial mechanotransduction, and the possible reduction in cardiac output due to the cardiopathy. However it remains to determine whether desmin may directly influence the mechanotransduction induced by shear stress.

Few studies have previously reported histological analysis of the vascular wall in mice lacking desmin [2,3,10]. They have been performed in the thoracic aorta and after in vitro fixation of the vessel. They described SMC disorganization, hypoplasia, empty space around the nuclei [3] and a reduction of the distance between the elastic layers (due to the loss of SMC) [2]. When the vessel was fixed in situ at physiological pressure, we observed that there was no evidence for gross macroscopic modifications of the carotid artery in Des $^{-/-}$: elastic lamellae were regularly arranged and there was neither hypoplasia nor reduction of wall thickness. By contrast, arteries which have been first removed and then cryodessicated without fixation, showed disorganization of the vascular wall, thus very similar to those previously reported [3]. One explanation for these discrepancies is that arteries were in a different mechanical state during the fixation procedure. Indeed, when the artery is first removed, then placed in zero pressure condition before fixation [2,3,10], the vessel undergoes significant geometrical modifications, mainly a longitudinal retraction of about 30% and an increase in wall thickness. Before the process of cryodessication, the arterial segments were isolated at zero pressure without fixation and shortened in the same way. In these conditions, the freeze-drying procedure has also produced important damaging of the arterial tissue in Des $^{-/-}$, suggesting an excessive fragility.

As previously described [10], the electron microscopy analysis showed structural modifications of the vascular wall. In the aorta of Des $^{-/-}$, we observed a severe SMC disorganization, a clearing of the cytoplasm around the nuclei and a loss of fingerlike projections toward the elastic lamellae. This result indicates that the absence of desmin was associated with abnormal cell–matrix interactions. This is in accordance with previous studies [3,5] showing a lower tissue cohesion compatible with a higher fragility of the vascular wall.

The measurement of rupture pressure of the vascular wall was used as a quantification of mechanical strength of arteries and it was far from physiologic blood pressure levels. The loss of mechanical resistance of the vascular wall in Des $^{-/-}$ was demonstrated by the results of the in vitro study that showed a reduction of the mechanical strength. The intraluminal pressure inducing the rupture of the vascular was significantly reduced ($-29\%$) in Des $^{-/-}$ compared with Des $+/+$. The comparison between heterozygous mice (Des $+/-$) with wild type (Des $+/+$) showed no significant difference for the rupture pressure neither for the other haemodynamic and mechanical parameters measured.

This finding represents the first demonstration of an excessive fragility of the vascular wall in Des $^{-/-}$. Muscular tissue fragility induced by the lack of desmin has been already described in other tissues [3,5,32], but never to our knowledge in the vascular wall. This excessive fragility of the vascular wall may contribute to aggravate the effects of aging on vascular structure. The reduction of BP observed in vivo may reduce the mechanical solicitation of the arterial wall. Therefore, this can be interpreted as a compensatory mechanism adapted to the excessive fragility of the wall.

In conclusion, although desmin is not absolutely necessary for SMC structure compatible with animal life, it is
essential to maintain proper viscoelastic properties and mechanical strength of the vascular wall. Our results support the hypothesis [4,24] that desmin plays an important role in cell–matrix interactions by its anchorage points with dense bodies and membrane-associated dense bands.
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